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Wind & Sky By Makayla Kirkland

The Importance of Government Regulation
First Place Time Warp Contest Winner
By Solomon David of Woodward High School
One key role of government is that of business regulation. However,
Marc Davis writes that "The SBA [Small Business Association] also provides
many businesses often speak out against regulation, claiming that it hampers
grants, advice, training and management counseling to companies in an
their ability to turn a profit. Others claim that without it, businesses would be
effort to help America's numerous small business succeed in its highly com
free to do anything they can to increase profits, often at the expense of the
petitive economy" (Davis). The government agency helps small businesses
customer, and in ways that unfairly hurt their competition. While there are
get started, and then helps them learn to maintain themselves so that they
valid points on both sides, in the end it is clear that government regulation on
do not get too harshly outcompeted by large businesses, who would other
businesses is vital to ensuring large businesses' practices are safe “Small businesses are im  wise have an otherwise unfair advantage in their establish
and fair for consumers, and keeping all businesses, large and
their markets. It is important that these small businesses are
portant to the American
small, on an even playing ground.
able to thrive because, as stated by former President Obama,
econom y. . .
"Small businesses have always formed the backbone of the
Government regulations are key to making sure that busi
American economy. These entrepreneurial pioneers embody
nesses treat customers fairly. Some, such as Stephen Pociask,
the spirit of possibility, the tireless work ethic, and the simple hope for
clam that "market forces are sufficient to hold prices in check" (Rahn). Howev
something better that lies at the heart of the American ideal" (Williams).
er, this often doesn't work, because in many industries, including the telecom
Small businesses are important to the American economy, both in their
industry, which Pociask was referring to, the market is not naturally fair. Busi
traditional role as the "backbone of the economy", and also as an im
nesses hold regional monopolies and collude in price fixing, which they can
portant way to keep large businesses from having regional or even national
accomplish due to the high barrier of entry in their market. In some industries,
monopolies on their respective markets. Without them, there would be
even those being regulated agree that these rules are necessary to protect
many areas with no competition for these larger businesses, and the large
consumers. For instance, Denise Landry, the senior vice president of Emergent
corporations would be able to do anything that increase profits, without
BioSolutions, a specialty pharmaceutical company, states that "For our indus
fear of losing their customers, which could lead to unfair prices and unsafe
try, regulation is useful and necessary to protect consumers and assure patient
products, all in the name of revenue. These regulations are vital to keeping
safety" (Combs). In an industry with such a direct impact on consumers' health,
the economy fair and functional.
they must be regulated to ensure that no drugs can hit the market without be
ing tested for safety and effectiveness. In industries such as this, by the time
Government regulations serve an important role in ensuring a safe,
that "market forces" are able to come into play, there is a strong chance that
fair economy for small businesses and consumers alike, preventing them
people will already have been hurt or even killed by the company's mistakes.
from being drained by larger corporations and unfair business tactics.
These same regulations also play an important role in keeping the competing
These regulations ensure that businesses produce only safe, approved
companies on a fair, honest playing ground.
products, through fair and regulated means, ensuring that they cannot hurt
consumers, and cannot too easily outcompete small businesses. Govern
Regulations ensure that companies compete fairly, with no businesses
ment regulation, when done right, is the key to a fair, competitive econo
obtaining an unfair advantage over other, smaller businesses with unfair or
my.
unsafe market tactics, and keeping an open playing field, where large business
es cannot lock small businesses out of the market. For instance, Investopedia's
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HATS OFF TO VIDEO CAMERAS FOR POLICE OFFICERS
Second Place Timed W.A.R.P. Winner
By Hannah Hill of Sweetwater High School
This would also affect the rates of police brutality. The news reports of the
new age often report police shootings of African-American men by police officers.
This has created a trust barrier between officers and society. In Rialto, California, a
police department began requiring its offers to wear body cameras, and it has report
ed that over the course of one year, police brutality in the county has gone down
about 60 percent and complaints about officers have gone down by about 80 percent
according to a Safety Vision article. The department's new policy is breaking down
the trust barrier between both sides of the issue because both people
—A police officer who raped a 12-year and officers now know that the truth can be proven.

According to Harry Hitzeman of The Daily Herald. Officer David Wright raped a
twelve-year-old girl for the first time. In August of 2016, he confessed to his crime in the
middle of his trial. This does not mean all police officers are evil and immoral; it is simply
stating that there are corrupt police officers in the world. There are people that will use
positions of power in unjust ways to their advantage. When Wright decided to violate the
girl, he probably thought that he would never be caught because of his position. Eventual
ly he was discovered, but because there was no video evidence, it took almost a year for
Wright to be locked up for multiple accounts of sexual assault.
Wright probably would have been discovered mush sooner - or

maybe even never have committed such a heinous crime - had he old m ight have never com m itted that
been required to wear a camera on his police uniform. Requiring
crime i f he had been required to wear
uniform or dash cameras for police officers on duty has many ben a camera on his uniform.—
efits for members of our society.
Although cameras could reduce crime, the idea of being recorded during a police
encounter is met with uncertainty by many officers and citizens. A reason for this is that
cameras are often expensive. A court case against a rapist though, will be much more
expensive that the few extra cents a tax payer may have to endure to make officers cam
eras possible. Another reason is that victims of many crimes may be less willing to come
forward to a police officer about their problem if the officer is recording them. This is
often due to fear of retaliation by their tormenter. A simple solution may be that the po
lice officer is allowed to turn off their recording device if expressly asked to do so by the
person coming to them for aid.
Although there are reasons to oppose the aforementioned cameras, there are
also reasons to push for them. As previously stated, cameras would make civilians - espe
cially women and minorities - safer during encounters with the police. It would decrease
the chances for corrupt officers to take advantage of people. Cameras may give peace of
mind to people engaged in an encounter by a police officer as well. If a woman is pulled
over by herself in the late hours of the night by a man with a gun, one would imagine that
she might feel comfort in knowing that they are being recorded just in case he has bad
intentions.
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The utilization of cameras not only creates safety for citizens,
but it also creates safety for the officers wearing the cameras. In an arti
cle by Andrew Husband from Mediaite. a bystander of a police stop for a

"traffic violation" posted a 30-second video online of what seems to be
police brutality towards an African-American man. The video went viral and the
Lenexa Police Department was ostracized for weeks. Then the department released
the dash camera video of the encounter, which shows that the African-American man
had drugs in his vehicle, a suspended license, and had numerous warrants out for his
arrest. The video also shows the man inflicting injuries to his own body in an attempt
to make it seem as if the officers used physical force to injure him. Because of the
department's camera usage, its reputation and the officers' jobs are safe.
Any good plan will come with negative effects, but a plan is only useful if its
positives outweigh its negatives. The benefits of having cameras by far outweighs the
complications they could cause. The cameras can decrease rape cases among chil
dren and women, they can decrease hate crimes between authorities and minorities,
and they can protect police officers from false, life-ruining accusations. A recording
could have been the only proof that Officer Wright raped a twelve-year-old girl, but
because he was not recorded, the little girl had to suffer through a year of reliving
her horrible experience through court testimony before she could feel safe again. She
and her family are very glad that he confessed, but one must wonder what might
have happened if he had not. One must also wonder how many other women have
gone through similar situations without proof of their claims.

Hats off to Some Solutions to Pollution
Third Place Timed W.A.R.P. Winner
By Suraj Patel of Erick High School
"Sooner or later, we will have to recognize that the Earth has rights, too, to

biles have been one of the leading causes of pollution for over a century. The emis

live without pollution. What mankind must know is that human beings cannot live

sions of fossil fuel plants and the dumping of hazardous materials into our waters.

without Mother Earth, but the planet can live without humans." - Evo Morales

There are many more, but those are the main ones.

America throws away more trash than any other nation, filling not only our

saves money, improves efficiency, reduces energy/fuel use, saves landfill space,

trash or are we just throwing away hidden treasure? According to Utah Recycles, the

improves air/water quality, and reduces the rate of global warming. Here are some

total annual flow of waste in the American Industrial System is 250 trillion pounds! The

facts about recycling presented by Arch Utah Edu: "One ton of recycled Aluminum

trash we throw away is treasure only if we know how to use it. There are many solu

saves: 14,000 kWh of electricity. 1,1663 gallons of oil. 237.6 million Btu's of ener

tions to pollution but not everyone is willing to adapt or change
their perspective on what is really happening to our planet. That is
where the problem is.
The U.S, has 3,091 active landfills and over 10,000 munici
pal landfills, according to the Environmental Protection Agency.

gy. 10 cubic yards of landfill space." "Recycling paper takes 60%

—Americans throw away

less energy than making paper form raw materials. It also creates

enough office paper a year to
build a 12-foot wall from N ew
York to L.A.—

Municipal landfills water and air emissions are hazardous. All land
fills will eventually fail and leak hazardous materials into ground and surface water.
The Municipal landfills uses plastic pipes in their landfills. Plastics do not have the dura

74% less air pollution and 35% less water pollution. Americans
throw away 4.5 million tons of office paper each year. That's
enough to build a wall a paper 12 feet high from New York to Los
Angeles. Every Sunday, 500,000 trees are used to produce the 88%
of newspapers that are never recycled." These are just the basic

facts, imagine if you knew them all ("Utah Recycles").

bility needed for the conditions of landfills. Plastic pipes allow chemicals and gases to

How can we tackle these issues? There are many practical solutions that

pass through them later becoming brittle and eventually breakdown. According Leak

everyone can pitch in to help. For starters, converting to Solar Energy is an amaz

Location Services, Inc. "82% of surveyed landfill cells had a leaks" (Landes).
Old and new landfills are typically located next to large bodies of water, mak

ing idea. Harnessing the suns energy helps the environment over burning fossil
fuels. Another alternative to Solar Energy is Wind Energy, wind is another great

ing leakage detection and remediation extremely difficult. Federal and state govern

energy to harness while keeping harmful emission to a minimum due to it being a

ments have allowed landfill operators to locate landfills next to water bodies. These

renewable source of energy. Reducing Electro Magnets Radiation (ER) is a great

landfills should not be placed near any place that will cause the environment harm.

way to help reduce environmental pollution.

There should be special places for landfills, for instance the desert or any barren place

Even doing the little things help, throwing the piece of paper in the recy
cling bin, conserving water, making sure the lights are turned off. All of these are
little contributions, but they add up. If we keep going at this rate, global warming
will reach new highs, there will be no more Antarctic, and so many species of ani
mals will be affected. At the end of the day, we need to learn how to respect and
care for the place that lets us live; we call her "Mother Earth."

like that (Landes).
In order to turn our trash into treasure, we need to take the proper steps. The
environmental pollution that is created through the trash we throw out is outrageous.
We have to do something about it or else it will not be long till the inevitable happens.
First let's identify the main sources of Environmental Pollution. Pollution from automo
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How can we turn this trash into treasure? RECYCLE! Why recycle? Its

landfills, but the world's largest landfills to the brim. Is that what we call trash truly
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MY FIRST LOVE
By Melinda Beck
As a child sitting in a musty-smelling classroom in the early 2000s, the

Coleman on during competitions, to getting frustrated with other characters

windows open, hearing the sounds of the world passing me by, I watched the

when they did him wrong, and feeling proud when he earned his money to

clock tick. I couldn’t wait to get outside. With only fifteen minutes left, the

buy his beloved hounds. This book made me feel every high and low, and it
was the first to transport me in the middle of a book. I found

teacher handed us a book and assigned weekend read

no greater joy than reading, even to this day.

ing. I couldn’t have been more disappointed!

The w riter explores the
I thumbed through the book, smelling the dusty

connections between

Billy Coleman taught me that dedication and hard

pages, stopping briefly to read the back, and for a mo

her love for a book,

work pay off, no matter what the circumstances are. I was in

ment I was lost in time. The bustle of the classroom was

her love for hunting,

complete shock at how a boy near my age could accomplish

and her beloved

so much when, in life, he had so little. This book could take

suddenly blocked form my mind as I so intently focused

m em ories with her father.
on Where the Red Fern Grows. This book made me

me there to feel the pain, anger, and joy with him while he

learn to love to read, to get transported into a book, and

worked so hard to earn money to get what he wanted, and I

taught me that hard work and dedication are always worth the rewards. Most

felt the pain of him making simple childhood decisions between saving his

importantly, perhaps, it taught me about my first love.

money or buying a nickel candy, knowing it will only prolong earning the

Reading this book somehow transported me to Eastern Oklahoma as if I
were there in the moment. I laughed and cried and worried about every charac

him when he began seeing his hard work pay off—seeing that with dedica

ter. This book could catch my attention so well, I would come to feel as if I

tion to his daily training, alongside his daily chores, he could accomplish so

could hear the baying of the Coon dogs, actually feel the Oklahoma wind on my

much. Though Billy was met with so many challenges, obstacles, and even

face, and smell the earthy scent of the great outdoors.

tragedy, he never lost hope or gave up; he persevered through and he taught

I felt the love a boy had for his dogs and even the connection the dogs had
with each other. I found myself feeling so many emotions, from cheering Billy

9

money he needed to buy the dogs he so desperately wanted. I felt joy with

me if something is in your heart, you will stop at nothing to achieve it.
(Continued on page 11)

The Divide of Broken
Families
By Destiny Brown
Be still my heart
For time is not on our side
Never did I imagine that this world
Would be our Great Divide

Cloudy Bays
By Kaye Ervin
The clouds hid the sun in their cool hands
As a mother would a child
The sun peeks from behind
Smiling playfully at me with
M ischief in his bright eyes
10

This also helped me with the loss of my own father just a few years ago.
I sat back and remembered this book.
Being raised in the city, this book taught me my love for the great out

I yelled to my father, “I got them, Dad! I got them! We did it!”
I then fully understood the joy Billy felt and even the tragedy of
losing my own hounds, and then again when losing my father.

doors and hunting; my first love! I learned from Billy’s love of raccoon hunt
To this day, when I’m hunting and see a doe and
ing, training his hounds, and finally competing with
her fawn or even a monster buck, I am reminded of this
Little Ann and Old Dan. His love for the hunt never
book and how it gave me my first love, my love for hunt
waiver I became an avid hunter, too.
ing with my father, sitting in the stand hearing nature
I’ll never forget going hunting with my dad
and my own set of dogs, “Missy” and “Shadow.”
Walking through the woods when the dogs pick up
the scent of a raccoon and the chase was on, I would
run behind the dogs, jumping over obstacles.
“Hurry, Melinda!” I would hear my father
yelling. “Go get them! You are almost there! Keep

bring forward the memory. I know with hard work
and perseverance, I can achieve anything if it’s in
my heart.
With every book I read, I can transport my
self as a character in the story, and I appreciate
Where the Red Fern Grows just a little more. This

going!”
book has meant, and still means so much to me, and
I could hear the baying of my hounds and feel

has become like a part o f me. William Feather

the wind blowing on my face. I was instantly trans
wrote: “Books open your mind, broaden your mind,
ported back to this book, and I could feel the smile spread across my face as I
and strengthen you as nothing else can.”
caught up with my hounds.
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WATCHING THE WORD BY VIRTUAL REALITY SIMULATION AND VIRTUAL
REALITY FUTURE IMPORTANCE IN ENGINEERING SCIENCES
By Abdulhamid Albokhader
Abstract
Better planning and effective execution are very necessary for successful
completion of a project. For well-structured progression, the basic re
quirements as well as the complexities are always considered before
initialization. Technology advancements have enabled people to visual
ize the things as they really exist. In Engineering, the design specifica
tions, prototypes and samples can be thoroughly studied and under
stood with the help of virtual reality (VR) technology. This paper explains
the detailed historical background, operation, latest advancements and
importance of virtual reality in real life. Experimental data structures are
described by tables for better understanding and a conclusion is made
on the basis of future aspects as well as the improvements in engineer
ing.
Introduction
It is a common observation that the world has progressed in the past
few decades due to high emergence of technology. Among these tech
nologies, Virtual reality is an important one. In this technology, 3D ani
mated features are incorporated to provide a real impact. This technolo
gy helps in enhancing the mental abilities of human beings. In order to
test this fact, different experiments have also been done which have
confirmed it. Its different systems are Window on
World, immersive system, tele-presence and mixed reality. This paper
investigates its applications and scope in the future with the help of un
dertaking experiment.
1-Background & Motivation
Virtual reality is the technology of the new modern world but finds its
roots in the early nineties. Its origins are found in "The Ultimate Dis

play," a scientific seminar conducted by Ivan Sutherland, that
opened up a new world of simulated engineering. The idea was then
initiated by John Linier, who was the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of
VPL Research industries back in 1984. The company itself was manu
facturer of gloves, goggles and numerous other VR related products
(Sutherland, The ultimate display., 1965).
2-Theory
Computer communities often use terms like Virtual reality & Virtual
communications. 3D animated models combined with real looking
interactive graphics connected with real time display makes the basis
of Virtual reality (H. Fuchs, 1992),This combination enables to view
the 3D world in real time with six degrees of freedom. It can be
called as the clone of Physical reality (Schweber, 1995).
Implementation
Enhancing the perception of 3D depth is the key point in VR related
calculations. The human brain builds rules depending upon the past
experiences, like we know how far the sky is from us; although we
don't know the exact height, we can sense the altitude is quite high.
Similarly, touching things, feeling their physical approach all are gov
erned by our brain. This imagination is captured while designing VR
related accessories.
In a virtual environment, the brain makes some expectations for the
moving objects using the laws of physics along with past experienc
es. The artificial generated shading and texture enables to determine
the exact depth and distance of particular object. Whenever the vir
tual signs do not resonate with the brain's expectations, we feel be
wildered or revolted. In fact, the human brains very much complex
(Continued on page 13)
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(Continued from page 12)

than even the most complicated computer; scientists are doing research
in order to find out which cues are most important to prioritize during
virtual stimulation (Stansfield, 2000).
Usually three types of perceptions are necessary for VR simulation: visu
al perception, sound perception, position force and touch perception.
Visual Perception includes depth perception, accuracy and critical fusion
frequency. Stereoscopy is the method for imagination of depth, howev
er human eyes are 6.3cm (approx.) apart; the geometric benefits for ob
jects located 30 meter apart are lost. Hence some primary and second
ary cues are necessary for visual perception. The following figure shows
the stereographic perception at z = 0:

110 degrees are enough for a complete horizontal vision. This makes
the basis of depth perception. Audio devices work better within the
audibe range of 1000-4000 Hz. VR audible devices involves genera
tion of stimulate using location dependent filters.
Types of VR Systems
There are several VR systems and they differ with each other on the
basis of the different ways they communicate with the user. These
systems include Window on World, immersive system, tele-presence
and mixed reality. Window on World is perfect for the medical appli
cations. Tele-presence can be used to simulate undersea explora
tions, bomb disposal practices and drone training. Mixed reality
brings together computer generated inputs along with previous tele
presence inputs to form a final visualization.
Experiment
An experiment was performed using special input, output hardware
devices along with special drivers. It included head mounted display,
tracker and a manipulation device (three- dimensional mouse, data
glove etc.). A volunteer was equipped with all the necessary devices

Stereographic perception onto z = 0
The figure is a view illustrating the state of image projection of point P(x,
y, z) on the basis of the centers of projection at the viewing point PL of
the upper eye and the viewing point PR of the lower eyes, and it pro
vides point of Stereographic perception at Z.
The complete horizontal view of human eyes without moving the head
is 180o and vertical vision is 120o. When total field is not necessary, 9013

Figure 2.1.1. Basic components o f VR immersive application.

to view the results. Body movements such as walking and head rotating
etc. were sensed by the sensors, and the data was sent to the

computers by the input devices. The real-time feedback was sent to the
user using output devices.
Usually input devices tell the computer how the user communicates.
These devices should keep the environment as natural as possible so that
they look practically real. Output devices present the visual information
to the user in real time. They control visual, audio and hectic displays.
Special soft-wares are installed to control hardware devices like I/O de
vice, manage incoming data and generate proper feedback. The whole
process is very much time critical and software has to manage all of that.
Results
An experiment was done to determine the effectiveness and benefits
provided by Virtual Reality. As a result of this experiment we got some
images which were taken with the help of VR stimulation. This technolo
gy can be explained with the help of taking into account the qualities of
these images which is provided above and also the following images
were taken by VR stimulation.
Technologies of VR
The technologies of virtual reality can be distinguished on two basis;
hardware and software. The hardware and software technologies of VR
14

are further categorized into sub- categories. Talking about hardware
technologies of VR, there are four major categories: Head- Mounted
Display (HMD), Binocular Omni-Oriented Monitor (BOOM), Cave Au
tomatic
Virtual Environment (CAVE) and Data Glove. HMD may consist of a
helmet or a mask that will help in providing visual images to the user
with the help of LCD or CRT in the past. This helmet may also contain
built-in stereo headphones for providing audio synched to the visuals
and head-tracker. BOOM is comprised of head that is joined with
stereoscopic device to display high resolution images with the help
of CRT. The advantage of BOOM is that is more accurate and easy to
operate as well. CAVE technology uses immersion and displays the
images on the walls and floor of cube shaped room. Head-tracker
helps in displaying of images on the walls and floor of room relevant
(Continued on page 15)

(Continued from page 14)

to the position of the head. The last hardware technology for VR is data
gloves that are incorporated with built-in sensors those synchronies the
movements of hands and fingers with the system for taking inputs from
the user. It enables the users to interact with the objected being project
ed in VR.
Architecture of VR system
The architecture of VR systems are based on mainly four modules: input
processor, simulation processor, rendering processor and world data
base. The input processor actually processes the inputs being given to
VR system, but the type of input here might be different from normal
technology. The input processor receives all kinds of input types includ
ing position coordinate, voice recognition system and 3D position track
ing with minimum lag time. The simulation processor is the core of VR
system that processes the inputs from the input processor and coordi
nates with the rendering processor to give real life experience to
the user.
Figure 1 VR System Simulation processor
The rendering process or is the one that creates the output for display
ing the results. It processes simulations separately for each module like
visual, auditory and vibrations. The instruction for real world experience
is taken from the simulation processor. Lastly, a real world processor
stores the objects associated with the real world so that they can create
an actual VR experience.
Applications of VR
VR technology is being used in multiple fields for multiple purposes and
has proved to be quite successful in each field. Some of famous applica
tions of VR include in medical for treatment of anxiety problems and
phobias. VR is also being used for training purposes in fighting terrorism,
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welding, pilot training and a lot more. The extensive use is seen for
entertainment purposes as well where people are using it for recrea
tional purposes, for education, playing games, watching movies, etc.
Current problems and future work
Despite of its usage in numerous fields, VR still has some serious is
sues that need to be taken care of for its survival. The price of VR is a
big problem for most of the people around the world, and some re
quire special graphics card. Another problem with using VR is that it
may cause some health issues as well because some people experi
ence disorientation, dizziness, nausea, fatigue and more after using
it. There is also need for more useful content that should be inte
grated with VR so that it can be more useful. There are more short
comings in this technology and it has to go a long way. It needs to
focus on its usability in more useful fields like for education and illus
tration for explanation of complex ideas.
Conclusion
This is the most important technological advancement of today. Tall
buildings, huge bridges and mega structures can be thoroughly visu
alized using VR in 3D mode. Moving machines, fighter aircrafts and
their prototypes all can be manufactured with more accuracy mini
mizing the dangers of failure. Besides this, entertainment has now
been redefined with the help of VR and the next generations cine
mas will be much more enjoyable. Medical sensing has been made
quite easy using VR technology, and complex operations can now be
done with much more accuracy. Still there is a bit of need for im
provement and simulation of those areas where human access is not
possible can be included like the sun, planets and other areas of the
solar system. Scientists are working on it day and night, and we ex
pect to see more advancement in the future.
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Gold Dust By Caleb Lyons

BACK TO MY ROOTS
By Destiny Brown
Her junior year, she started attending the Bio

Picture this: a blonde-haired, blue-eyed, five-yearold little girl playing soccer in her backyard with her first

medical Academy at the nearby Career Technology Cen

puppy—the same puppy that she had grown up with since

ter. She was more than certain that she wanted her life

she could remember and her best friend. She did not know

long career to be helping society by working in the medi

many kids in the town because she had just recently

cal field. The classes there were more challenging than

moved. She was very excited to start school, but that

anything she had ever encountered - and that is exactly

changed as quickly as she could blink. Her first day of

what she needed. All of the previous schooling seemed

school was scary, and she did not want to leave her moth

too easy and did not challenge her abilities; this was

er's side. She was not used to being around so many other

different. The everyday challenges she faced in the ad

kids, as she was an only child. She hid from the other chil

vanced placement carved her into the person she had

dren, and her teacher would not let her take her favorite

only dreamt of becoming.

stuffed animal to class.

Her senior year was by far the most emotional,
stressful, and enjoyable year than she had ever come

Fast forward three years and she is eight. School
had gotten better for her, but it was getting harder and harder for her to learn.

across. She had been inducted into the National Technical Honor Society

Her eyesight was not the best, and the teacher always sat her at the back of

two years in a row, received several awards for her knowledge and com

the classroom because she was a social butterfly that had a very hard time pay

munity service, been accepted to her dream college, and was even going

ing attention. A few weeks into the second semester of third grade, she got her

on to graduate with honors. Even though she had so many things going on

first pair of glasses, and the world was an entirely different place! She could

for her future, she was scared. She was ready to leave the nest and be on

finally see! It helped her pay attention in class. Just a few short weeks after

her own to experience life, but was she ready for another terrifying "first"?

that, she won her first spelling bee.
Five years later, she is thirteen. She switched schools the summer be
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This little blonde-haired, blue-eyed, five-year-old girl was me. I had
faced so many trials in my life, and they all took me on a journey that was

fore her eighth grade year, and she was scared. Society had a way of making

unforgettable, in more ways than one. No matter where my life will take

teenagers feel as though they were not good enough. How could she be sure

me, I will always remember where I came from and what I had to go

that the kids at her new school would like her? When the first day at her new

through to get where I was going. Oklahoma is where my roots were plant

school ended, she was relieved that so many of the classmates had made an

ed, but the Sayre campus is where my roots grew into dreams bigger than

effort to get to know her. Maybe she could come to like this place after all.

the trees.

The Labrador and German Shorthair
By Kaye Ervin
“A dog is the only thing on earth that loves you more thanyou
love yourself.” — Josh Billings
For some, however, it can be hard to find a dog that can adjust to
their schedule, their home, and, most o f the time, their family. What dog
is the best kind to have as a pet? Most often people think of two specific
breeds that can be both city and country dogs: the energy-filled Labrador
and the smart German
Shorthair. For some
people, these pups are
on the top o f their pet
wish-list. Lots o f peo
ple get surprised when
they see how different
these breeds are. They each have different ways of how they look, how
they are feed, how they act, and how they are trained.

white, black, or brown. They are mostly solid colored; there’s not one
spot on them. This breed can be small, large, or medium in size. Most
Labradors have brownish, gold eyes, but they are being bred to have
blue eyes now, as well. This dog, like many, has a diet that works
well to keep it healthy. Labradors do better on a dry feed that has lots
of meat and only a small amount o f soy mixed in. People love this
dog because this breed is full o f energy and likes to play. People who
have small children should watch out because sometimes these dogs
play a little rough. People who are not at home should not get this
breed. Labradors love people, and they do not like to be left alone for
very long. Training a Labrador can be hard to do since they love play
ing and forget what they learn quickly. Labradors need to start their
training as early as possible—many start training them as puppies.
This takes a lot o f time and energy, but folks should hang in there be
cause when training is over, Labradors are some o f the best dogs to
have.

The Labrador is a dog that can be in many colors such as red,
(Continued on page 19)
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(Continued from page 18)

What about the German Shorthair? Many people have never even heard o f the German Shorthair. More than half o f this breed is medium sized.
They are a mix o f white with one more color such as red, black, or brown; this breed does have spots. Like the Labrador, they can have brownish gold eyes
or blue eyes. Unlike the Labrador, German shorthairs eat more vegetables than they do meat, because they have weaker stomachs than most dogs do. So a
soft dish with vegetables, mostly soy, is the best choice. With that being said, people have to be more careful o f what they might get into, for example, a
trash can. Their constitution can’t handle that very well!
Many German Shorthairs love people and are perfect for those who have small children. This dog is very protective o f small children, especially
babies. They will not leave the child’s side for a moment. The
German Shorthair is also very smart, so training this breed is
easy most o f the time. This breed loves to please people and
will follow orders easily for the person who trained them.
The Labrador and the German shorthair are some of
the best breeds. Both are good dogs that are wonderful to have
as pets or hunting partners. There are differences in what they
look like and how the act. They both share a love for people
and for eating their favorite food. In the end, these dogs each
have their own personalities and can both make someone
smile.

As the saying goes, “Money can buy you a fine dog, but only love can make him wag his tail.”
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THE ROAD LESS TRAVELED
By Kamber LeForce
“Be a leader. Be a leader. Do not be a follower. Life is a big jour
ney. Make your presence known in this world by your actions and not

head cheerleader who just happened to be, in my opinion, the most

your word.” These are words that my parents instilled in me as a child.

popular girl in school. What a shock! She asked me if I would like to

Little did I know how these words would make a difference in my life

stay at her house after the game with some other girls. I wanted to say

years later.

“Yes” immediately, but I knew I would have to ask my parents first,

It was just like any other football Friday night for me, or I thought
it was. I was on a bus full o f loud, rambunctious cheerleaders on the way
to a football game. I was the lone freshman on the cheerleading squad,

and that is just what I did. I probably hurdled everything in my way
as I ran towards them to get permission.
“Yes, as long as you go straight to her house after the game.” I was

which made it very difficult for me to fit in with the group. I wanted to be

ecstatic to go tell her I could stay with her. I could hardly wait for the

with the popular crowd, but I was very shy and did not like to talk much.

game to finally end. We finished cheering for our team and went

Instead, I would just stay out o f everyone’s way and mind my own busi

home with a big win that night.
As happy as I was, it did not take long before my happiness

ness.
Under the bright lights, I cheered on our boys to a victory. I tried
my best to be involved in every part o f the game. Listening to the
crowd’s laughter, fans yelling at the referees, fist bumping the football
players, sweaty children screaming from behind the bleachers, and the
clapping o f the fans made my Friday nights. I can still smell the salty,
buttered popcorn and the taste o f creamy hot chocolate on my lips from
those chilly, bitter Friday nights.
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That Friday night, at halftime, I was asked a question by the

waned because the head cheerleader failed to give me all the infor
mation about what we were doing after the game.
“I can go as long as we are going straight to your house,” I
told her.
“Kamber, do you think I would ask you to come along if we
were just going to my house?”
(Continued on page 21)

“I thought that is why you asked me,” I paused. “What other rea
son would you have invited me to go home with you?”
“I want you to go to a party with us and all the other cheerlead

they would like to hang out with or what party they want to attend, I
just smile and continue to do what I like to do. I do not need to follow
in other’s footsteps; instead I need to be opening the doors for others

ers.”
As we carried on our conversation, she told me I needed to make

who really want to make better decisions. I have realized that saying

up my mind because we needed to leave. I did not know what to do in

“no” that one time has made me into the person I am today. I am now

this situation. It was the first time I was ever invited to hang out with the

strong enough to not care what people think about me and my deci

cool, popular kids. I knew if I went along with her, I would be lying to

sions. The road I chose was the best for me - the road less traveled.

my parents. I did not want to say no and be rejected by the kids I wanted
to be with, but I knew it was decision time.
At that very moment the words I was taught as a child came back
to me, and I knew which path I had to choose. I was embarrassed to have
to tell the head cheerleader that I did not want to go to the party. She
joked with me about it, while the rest o f the cheerleaders laughed at me. I
could feel a river rushing towards my eyes, but the tears did not dance
down my face until I got to my parents’ car.
The next Monday, many o f the students, including the cheerlead
ers, did not show up at school. I was told that the party the cheerleaders
went to was busted because o f a noise complaint. The cops stopped the
party, and many high school kids got in trouble for doing illegal things.
Even the ones that did not do anything illegal at the party got in trouble.
These kids, who were only in high school, got in trouble with the law.
21

Whenever I hear younger students or my peers talk about who

LOST IN THE FOG OF FIBROMYALGIA
By
Linda Johnson
Imagine a person who is in constant, excruciating pain, but there are no
outward signs of illness present to give a hint of the person’s discomfort. Visu
alize a woman who wakes up every morning more tired than when she fell
asleep the night before. Picture a man in his forties who fears he is losing his

nomic predicament, in not only the United States, but elsewhere around the
world.
According to the National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal
Diseases, approximately five million people in the United States alone are
afflicted with FMS. FMS is a torturous disease in a myriad of

mind because he cannot focus on his work. For sufferers of

ways, but it is not a fatal disease, it is not a visible disease,

fibromyalgia, such situations are everyday occurrences. Fi

* . . an illness that causes
bromyalgia is an illness that causes life-altering changes for
those who are stricken with the disorder, as well as for their
families. The changes in the lives of the victims and their

nor is it a progressive disease. Because there is no widely

life-altering changes fo r
those who are stricken, as
well as fo r their fam ilies”

shown to prove the existence of fibromyalgia, it is often di

family members can be very sudden and dramatic or they

agnosed by a process in which the physician looks for a

may be slow and inconspicuous to the casual observer. In either case, the chang

“preponderance of symptoms” simply meaning that the suf

es are often devastating and permanent. The effects of Fibromyalgia Syndrome

ferer has many more of the symptoms associated with FMS, than not. To

on the health of millions, the disruption of family dynamics, and the costly eco

day’s diagnosticians consider the most important criteria for diagnosing

nomic burden to the country’s health and welfare system are only the tip of the

FMS to be the following indicators: persistent, diffuse pain throughout the

iceberg.

body, extreme fatigue which is not easily remedied by rest, restless leg syn

There needs to be a greater focus on allocating increased funding for inten
sive research into the causes, effects, treatments, and possible cures for a misun
derstood illness that may be developing into a health crisis as well as an eco
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accepted clinical test available at this time that has been

drome, and the presence of other symptoms known to be related to fibrom
yalgia, and ruling out other conditions that could possibly be causing the
(Continued on page 23)

symptoms. For many of those affected by FMS, a prevalent symptom they have
in common is called “fibro fog.” A condition that slows one’s thinking process

A majority of FMS victims experience deep depression and moderate to

es and tends to deepen the depression of the sufferer, fibro fog is often as dis

severe sleep disorders, both of which tend to exacerbate the continuous and

turbing to the FMS victim as is the unrelenting pain he or she may be enduring.

intense fatigue that plagues most sufferers. However, some experts disagree

Those who experience this symptom often feel as though they are losing their

as to whether the presence of the depression and sleep disturbances are

mental faculties. It manifests itself as a lack of concen

symptoms or possible causes of FMS. Research strong

tration, short-term memory loss, the inability to remem

ly suggests that the cause of the malady is most likely

ber new information, becoming easily distracted, forget

an amalgam of factors. The University Of Maryland

ting plans, difficulty carrying on conversations, and nu

Medical Center gives a general description of possible

merous other dysfunctions of the victim’s cognitive abil

causes of FMS which include genetics, illnesses or in

ities.

fections, extreme stress—either physical or emotional—

Unfortunately, because most of the symptoms relat

and post-traumatic stress disorder or PT. Presently, the

ed to FMS are also present in a multitude of other ill

majority of people diagnosed with FMS are women.

nesses, the diagnosis process is often very lengthy. It

The ratio for women to men suffering from FMS is ten

may take many visits to different doctors and as long as

to one. Men are diagnosed with FMS much less than

five years before one receives a determination of FMS.

women are, but according to health reporter, Matt

Researchers and experts have agreed on many possible

McMillen, that may be because men are under more

causes for the disorder, but they are still without reliable laboratory tests to
show absolute proof of the condition. Some of the causes that are most agreed
upon are as follow: possible viral infections, musculoskeletal or repetitive inju
ries, accidents or physical traumas, illnesses or surgeries, abnormalities of the
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immune system, and hormonal or brain chemical imbalances.

pressure by the mores of society not to complain or to show pain.
Although the word “Fibromyalgia” is relatively recent in medical
terminology, there is evidence that the disorder is not a new disease. De(Continued on page 24)

scriptions of ailments resembling FMS have been alluded to for many years. In

ally anything wrong with Louise. However, I changed my mind about six

medical literature dating as far back as the early 1800s, there were references to

years after her announcement when I was diagnosed with FMS shortly fol

and descriptions of illnesses and afflictions that shared many of the same symp

lowing a major surgery of my own. I was extremely fortunate because the

toms that are currently associated with FMS. According to Bret Stetka, MD, in

doctor I saw was very progressive in his belief that FMS was a real, physi

the Old Testament story of Job, he speaks of his personal suffering of pain, de

cal condition and not a mental problem. I did not want to have fibromyalgia:

pression, and long, sleepless nights. Stetka makes the
observation that, “Job’s ailment does sound a lot like
the modern interpretation of fibromyalgia.” FMS was
officially recognized as an illness by the American
Medical Association until 1987, but despite that official
recognition of the disorder, there still existed wide

not because it was a painful and chronic disorder, but pri

“I admit that I was uncon
vinced that there was really
anything wrong with
Louise. . . she looked so
healthy. . . . "

doubt the existence of FMS, and in addition, many who were willing to believe
in the possibility of its existence did not know how to define it. They wondered,
was it a physical disease, disorder, or syndrome or was it purely a psychological
ailment?
The first time I ever heard the word “Fibromyalgia” was when my sis

ly one can become a believer when one becomes affected.
After many years of experiencing to some degree most of

affect a person in subtle and serious ways that one never
imagines.
As if the physical and psychological difficulties of the disease were
not arduous enough to cope with, another hardship for FMS victims and
their families is the financial burden that the ailment frequently places upon
them. For those who are dealing with FMS and continuing to work, the pos
sibility of applying for disability benefits may seem like the answer to their

ter, Louise, told our family that she had just been diagnosed with the condition.

problems. However, doctors will often suggest to their patients that they

Some of us were very skeptical because she looked so healthy and had always

continue to work if at all possible in order to keep themselves from feeling

been so energetic and upbeat. I admit that I was unconvinced that there was re
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actually suffering from a real disease. It is ironic how quick

the symptoms of FMS, I can tell you that it is real and it can

spread skepticism in the medical community concern
ing the legitimacy of FMS. In those early days, many physicians continued to

marily because I thought no one would believe that I was

(Continued on page 25)

(Continued from page 24)

more depressed and isolated. For those who are no longer able to work, in addi

research are woefully lacking. In 2012, the actual cost of fibromyal

tion to losing their income, they will often also lose their medical insurance cov

gia research funds spent was reported as 13 million dollars. The esti

erage. Add to that, the fact that it can be particularly difficult to qualify for disa

mated research funds for the year 2017 have dropped to nine million dollars.

bility benefits stemming from a diagnosis of fibrom

Consider that one prominent cause of FMS is believed

yalgia. If either breadwinner in a family is unable to

to be genetic in origin. Should there not be more re

work, and cannot receive disability benefits, it puts

search in that area just to keep up with the birth rates

the burden of supporting the family on the shoulders

in families that have shown the genetic predisposition

of the remaining family members. In many cases,

for FMS? Fibromyalgia is not going away. There

those family members may be children still at home.

needs to be a greater focus on allocating increased

Furthermore, the loss of laborers to our nation’s

funding for intensive research into the causes, effects,

workforce, as well as the loss of breadwinners for

treatments, and possible cures for a misunderstood

many families, is a great blow to our national econ

illness that may be developing into a global health cri

omy. Estimates of the costs in the United States due

sis, in not only the United States, but also around the

to FMS have run as high as 12-14 billion dollars per

world. Therefore, when one takes into consideration

year.

not only the alarming number of people who suffer
At this time, what can be done to address this health dilemma? There is

research in progress to learn more about the causes of FMS and also to find
treatments and hopefully cures. There has been at least one potential break
through that shows promise for possible use as a method to diagnose and treat
FMS. However, much of what is known about fibromyalgia today is “old
news”—information that researchers have known for many years. New discov
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eries are few and far between. Unfortunately, the funds for fibromyalgia

from fibromyalgia syndrome, but also the very substantial financial cost to
the nation’s economy, we should seriously consider the real possibility that
FMS should be considered to be a national health crisis. Our government
needs to fund more vigorous research to find a cure for this debilitating and
costly disease that seems only to be increasing in our country and around
the world.

Oklahoma Summers (Haiku)
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Sea of Gold By Suraj Patel

Wind hits on my face
Oklahoma Summers
Reminds me to breathe.

My Biggest Accomplishment
By Abbey Livermore
My biggest accomplishment thus far was learning to give up. When I moved to Western Oklahoma I had noticed a few differences from where
I had previously lived in North Texas. Sports were something I never had an upper hand in. However, my peers at this new school did not accept that
fact. Wanting to be accepted and fit in, I picked up my first softball glove in the sixth grade. My passion for this particular sport has flourished over
the years.
Although I was never the best, I strived to be the best. I pushed myself at practice. I put in extra time at the gym and on the field. When I was
n't a starter for my first year, I shrugged it off but continued to work hard. Then the next year came and I was still on the bench. I asked for extra
coaching to help me improve. However, this was no success. I kept pushing. The coaches told me they did not know a way for me to get better. Deep
down I knew this was true. I knew I was not naturally gifted with athleticism. I knew I had to work for what I wanted; that I couldn’t just do it. After
sitting on the bench for 4 years I had decided to give up. This was a very tough decision, and it was not easy for me. It took a lot o f courage, and I had
thought about it for awhile. Although it was not easy, I knew it was the right decision. Playing softball was not the right thing for me. Trying to build
my future and getting no recognition for it was not the path I wanted to take. Although it was hard, I have spent the time I would have been spending
on softball realizing my other abilities.
I gave up something I loved, and by doing this, I realized something that has become more important to me. I always knew I wanted to help
people for a living. I wanted to be a doctor. I have always loved math and science, but I never knew I had the abilities to excel in these subjects. By
putting these abilities to work, I was accepted into the Biomedical Academy, Project Lead the Way STEM program. I have used my abili
ties to succeed in the Academy and beyond.
I gave up, but I never really gave up at all. I learned to work harder. I learned self awareness o f my own skills and weaknesses. I
learned to realize that some o f the accomplishments I wanted were not the achievements I needed. I took the work ethic that I learned from
giving up softball, and I applied it in something that I could succeed in. I am so glad that I did.
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Escape By Suraj Patel

The Brownie Incident
By Quentin Parker

This is what happened when a friend gave me food. I call it the Brownie Incident. It was a normal school day my junior year. It was at the
bus stop.
I got on the bus and sat down. My friends got on and sat down around me. Two of them sat beside me and the other sat in front of me.
Two of them had bags of these oddly deformed Brownies. They were not in perfect squares or shapes, just in pieces.
"Hey, Quentin." I look up and saw my friend in front me, and he was holding a piece of the brownie. I took the Brownie out of his hand
and ate it. It was nasty! It tasted like toothpaste or some mint flavor. Then I started to get a little hungry.
The next day, my classmates were talking about the kids who brought those Brownies to school and were absent today. I listened to
them a little bit, and they brought up the Brownie. They said the Brownies had something bad in them.
"I tried their Brownies," I mentioned innocently. I didn't know what was going on.
Everyone looked at me and started to freak out, because they know they can't give me that kind of stuff!
They told the Spanish teacher and the counselor, and they came to talk to me about the Brownies. I got a tiny bit
scared because I didn't know what was going on. I wasn't in trouble. Everyone seemed worried about me. I talked
to my friend the next day.
"Hey, what was wrong with those Brownies I ate?" I asked.
"Nothing," he said. "They were just old."
The next year, we got done with a drug presentation and went to lunch. I was talking to one of my friends about which one of us would
ever do weed. Someone heard our conversation and sat me down, telling me I had already done weed! What I had eaten last year was a pot
brownie!
I never thought of myself as someone who would do drugs. The lesson I learned is that you can't always trust your friends, and if it taste
like toothpaste, spit it out!
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Revolutionary
Battle

Poems

One Sunny Day

By George Thomas
One sunny day

In seventeen seventy-six
The sun was sending hot rays
The colonist stood quick
Then out o f the blue
Here the British com
There was a loud bang, and then a hue
To search the colonist homes

W ith rifles drawn
The dinosaurs were running in the dozens
The British would be gone
The land soon would be frozen
The colonist had won
The dinosaurs would be extinct
The small battle is now done
They had an instinct

Puppies

They looked back to keep an eye

Puppies oh puppies

Watching the ice and the hue

How I love thee

Grow closer down they would pay their due

You carry my socks around
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That they would die

And make me sneeze

Lion

Oh how I love you puppy

Acrylic by Jadyn Edney

The Ride
By Makyla Jones
I don't know what it's like to win the lottery, but I know what it feels like to win a pickup truck. My family and I go to horse shows all over the
states and Canada Penning and Sorting. It's a team sport, and because of that, we have friends all over the U.S. We won a lot of money, but the most
exciting thing my family has ever won was a truck. Getting all the rides ready and being mentally and physically prepared for what happens with your
teams will get you what you want to achieve.
It was a very frigid morning where you could breathe out and see your breath as I walked outside to see what my mother was doing. She was at
the stalls feeding our horses and making sure their blankets were secure to keep them warm.
"Have you packed your bag yet for the show or am I going to have to pack it like I pack your father's, too?"
"Yes. No need for that," I replied. My mom told me she had all the feed and hay in the trailer already and that if we could think of anything to help
her get ready for the miserable, cold, and anxiety-filled 20-hour drive that it would be helpful. I got all the buckets from the barn and made sure we
had all our leather saddles and bridles.
"We leave in an hour, Makyla," yelled my dad from the house. I hurried in and grabbed my luggage, boots, and spurs, and ran them back down to
the five horse slant trailer. As we pull out of our long, gravel driveway, dad leaned over and said, "Did you get the cold beer packed ?"
"Yep. In the ice chest. Didn't think we'd need ice for this trip though," she laughed. I think it's the fastest we ever gotten ready for a show, being
right after Christmas and bringing on a new year with the fact that we only were going to Las Vegas, Nevada, for 12 rides was exciting and scary.
As we arrived at South Point in Vegas, we unloaded the horses and we saw some of our friends that we have been riding with since we started in
2004. Jim Hayes chuckled as he said, "You think we can win this one this year?" My mother looked at him with a snide look on her face and replied," I
think that truck is coming home with me this year."
Fast forwarding to the big day, it's finals time in the Sorting and Penning world. My mom has six outstanding rides coming back. Three of them in
Penning and three in Sorting. "We have to be precise, Michael. We can't screw this up," my mother said to my father as they went into the Sorting
pen. You always have to pick your rider that will complement to get you to the top of the bracket so you can take home the biggest money. They did
it. They pulled a ten header and were in first place.
"I have one more ride. I won't hold back, but it'll put us all in the big money still." My father spoke in a low tone to my mother.
"Don't mess up. It'll take all our winnings to get us outta here!" As the day came to an end, they announcers told the high point winner of the en
tire rodeo. They base off point you got from each of your rides. A long, dreadful moment of silence followed. We feared that my mom wouldn't get it.
Then they announced her name: "Sumer Jones, you are a high point winner and the new owner of 2007 Ford
"Whoa, I wasn't ready for that," my mom replied after the announcement. We were all so happy and jumping around. Through the show though,
you had to be mentally and physically prepared for everything. We had long, dragged out nights, f o l l o w e d by early mornings to go feed our five
horses.
The ride that made my mom win a truck will be one of the greatest show moments my family will ever have. We have also won an abundant
amount of belt buckles and a good ten saddles. Through the preparation, and the sleepless, long nights, we made it. My mom is probably the best
rider in our family. Ever since my mom won that truck, she has made our rides for us ever since, and it has been a great seven years of riding!
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Blue Velvet By Mckinzi Shattuck

Summer Adventure Awaits; Family Fun in the Sun
By Debra Nash
Let's take a magic sum m er adventure to explore different
places. There are too many to choose from; therefore, we refer to

Huntington Beach, th en they can go to th e baseball parks.
Branson, Missouri, is th e third adventure of th e sum m er

th e travel guide. According to th e experts, th e top th re e adventure

vacation spots. Here families can enjoy Silver Dollar City am use

spots are Disneyworld, Disneyland, and Branson.

m ent park w here children and parents alike can have good

Our first undertaking will take us to exciting Orland, Florida,

clean fun, and create educational enjoym ent by going to th e

to Walt-Disney, th e top ranked spot for adventure. Disney World is

unsinkable "Titanic M useum," th e sight and th e sound th eaters,

known for th e tim eless thrill rides and perform ances. The resort is

and th e baseball parks of America. The ball parks of American

m ade specifically for families. Never mind many activities include

w ebsite says it is designed for th e whole family to walk around

magic kingdom, tw o w ater parks, Minnie and Mickey Mouse, dining

and experience "the way of baseball, friends and family." Bran

halls, and seeing th e Cinderella castle, Universal Orlando resort, and

son was nam ed best value vacation in America.

th e Kennedy space center.
Walt-Disney has a sister park, Disneyland, our next destina
tion. Disneyland takes us to th e opposite side of th e country in ex

These are th e to p th re e places to go have a sum m er ex
perience Disneyworld, Disneyland, and Branson, Missouri;
w here fun in th e sun with th e whole family awaits. We should

citing Anaheim, California. The adventure continues as Disneyland
all try to make sum m er magic happen because childhood does
has enough m ouse-them ed attractions to keep both parents and
not last forever.
children busy and smiling. The families can also visit th e beaches
th a t are close by such as Yorba Regional, Long Beach, Laguna, and
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The Sounds of
the Night
By Dara Holt
Crickets chirping
Cars passing
Wind blowing
Leaves rustling
Porch swing creaking
Heart beating
Thoughts racing
These are the sounds of the night...

Haiku
By
Caleb Lyons
An old rusted trap...
A rat falls into the jaws,
A hush. Pure silence.
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Art by Caleb Lyons

Happy Little Pill
By Jillian Jo Sehneberger
The music pounded in my ears, drowning my friends voice out. The flashing lights made it hard to tell who was who and where everything was. I
watched as my friend took another shot. I looked around for a place to sit but found nothing. The heat in this place made it seem even more like hell. A
guy like me stuck out like a sore thumb.
A sea of people began jumping with the beats. Yelling and laughing like sinister children in horror films. Walking through with my feet dragging. I
felt like I was chained, imprisoned by my surroundings. Imprisoned by society to make me feel like the only way to live was to sip from bottles of the most
deadly poison. To breathe in humanity. The only way to make me feel was to have the music pumped into me. Music with no thought to them, or feeling.
I was forced out by my friends. Forced to come out to this party and be "normal." Their definition of normal was very different from mine. I
dragged my feet out the door, my shoulders slumped, walking through a cloud of smoke with burning eyes. A breeze swept through, and I looked up at
the night sky.
I felt numb. This is not who I was and not who I wanted to be. My eyes burned, and I felt vacant. I felt as if I was being suffocated by my own self.
My thoughts became overwhelming. All of my pent up emotions flooded me, and I couldn't move. I looked down at the grass. I felt as though each little
blade of grass was going to grab me and bring me down lower than I already was.
I looked over at a group of people who were standing on the porch. With puffs of smoke escaping their lips, they were all passing things around to
each other. Along with words that seemed meaningless to one another. They were all talking just to talk. Their laughter made the feeling in my chest be
come more prominent, and made the cold night air seem colder.
My feet began to move away from the house and onto the sidewalk as a tear rolled down my cheek. The beating of my own heart was loud in my
ears. I couldn't escape the booming.
I was torn from my trance by someone grabbing my arm, I turned to see Emily, my friend. "Troye, where are you going?" she asked. I could smell
the alcohol on her breath. I couldn't speak. She was smiling and her eyes were glazed over. "Troye?" I shut my eyes and shook my head, the movements
getting harder and harder. I ran my fingers through my hair.
"I-I have to go." I replied. I put my hand down and the hair flopped in my face. I turned around and began to walk faster. I could hear her yelling
at me as she called me names. I could feel my lanky body start to stiffen as the names she called me repeated in my head.
The breeze had blown through. Making me colder and the hairs on my neck stand up. I stopped walking and looked around. I could see the air I
exhaled. I closed my eyes and took a deep breath. The weight had been lifted from my shoulders. I could relax. The names she called me no longer rang in
my ears. It was just me. I didn't feel a million eyes on me anymore. Neither did I hear the laughter of people who drank themselves to a mindless state. It
was just me. Sometimes a meaningful silence is better than meaningless clamor.
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From Mischief to Mom
By Genifer Wooten
Three months before the end of my
seventh-grade year, I made a big change and

ents back and got caught red-handed. A month went by, and I start

moved in with my grandparents, who lived

having medical problems, unbearable cramps, like a needle stabbing

two hours away from all my friends and every

into my uterus. I talked with my mom and told her my complications,

thing I had known. I felt like it was the end of

I saw a few doctors and eventually got into a specialist, who suspect

my life, but really it was just the beginning.

ed that I had ovarian cysts and wanted to do an ultra sound to see if

A few weeks into my new school, I meet an

they need to do surgery or not. A week or so went by and I got an

intriguing guy, someone who, in my eyes, was perfect. He was funny,

appointment for my ultrasound. Already nervous to see how bad my

cute and mysterious; something about the unknown kept me curious

cysts were, I was scared my mom was going to find out I had lost my

about what would happen next. He was so risky and always had some

virginity. We walked into the ultrasound room, and the nurse laid me

wild adventure for us to do together. We spent the whole summer

on the bed and started the process. As I lay in the quiet room, a mil

getting into things and doing things we weren't supposed to. We would

lion things were going through my head and all I can hear is the air

stay out late walking around town in the dark, sneaking in and out of

conditioner running and people walking through the hallway. The

each other's homes, and meeting up with each other at our friend's

nurse was steadily hitting keys on her computer, and then I heard a

house. Once when we had met up at my friend's house, I had ended up

swooshing that sounded like a horse galloping for a split second off

losing my virginity that night.

her monitor. With a confused look on her face, the nurse turned to

The next morning, I woke up and immediately left my friend's house,
feeling guilty and nervous that I did something I could never walk away
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from, like a little kid who just got into the candy jar behind her par

my mom.
(Continued on page 37)

"What did I do?"

(Continued from page 36)

"What exactly are you here for today ma'am?" asked the
nurse.

That very moment the air conditioner was wheezing, I could feel
"We are here to check on her ovarian cyst," Mom replied.

My heart immediately dropped. I felt there was something wrong with

the cold breeze shocking the lubrication on my stomach. The sound
of each door shutting echoed down the hall. I spaced out, battling

my ovaries and I was thinking all the absolute worst scenarios. The nurse

myself in my head, asking "How could you be so stupid and care

then got up and left the room, leaving both my mom and I sitting there

less?" and "Was it really worth it?"

with questions and wondering what was going on. Then after about two

As I laid there, all I could feel was the pressure of what felt like an

minutes that felt like fifteen, the nurse walked into the room and said

elephant on my chest and the breeze gently caressing every tear that

the doctor was on the phone and needed my mom to step out and talk

fell from my face. My ears eventually felt full of tears as I laid flat on

to him. After that, both the nurse and my mom walked out of the room,

the bed, like I had been laying in the bottom of a pool, so lifeless. I

leaving me by myself. A few minutes passed by, and they both walked in

felt my entire life had come crashing down on me. What is going to

again, both silent. My mom walked by me and I notice tears falling from

happen next? How do I deal with this? I just turned fourteen. I'm not

her face. Confused I look at the nurse, whose head was down and

supposed to be worrying about raising a baby I am still a baby my

wouldn't look up. I was starting to panic on the inside and was not sure

self.

what was going on. I look over at my mom, who had just sat down on

Immediately after leaving the hospital not only did my mom drive

the bench beside me. While she was still calmly crying, she wiped her

me to my boyfriend's house, she walked me to the door and handed

tears, and looked at me.

me the ultra sound picture and told me I was responsible for telling

"You have a lot of explaining to do."

his parents. All I could do was cry! I felt scared and confused and just

At that moment, I knew at this point whatever was wrong was

absolutely lost. We walk into the living room, anyone could tell we

my fault. Just like any young child would do I looked at my mom and
asked,
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"You're pregnant, Genifer," my mom sternly replied.

(Continued on page 39)

Slate Gray By Kasha McIntyre

(Continuedfrom page 37)

have both been crying, and I handed Oscar the ultrasound picture.
"What is going on?" he asked, with a confused look on his face.
"I am twelve weeks pregnant," I replied. Oscar's parents don't speak English, so he looked at my mom and I and said, "I will tell them when
my dad gets home."
Looking back at it now, all I can think is how big of a blessing my son Isaiah is. I may have been way too young, and I may have had no clue
what I was doing, but with the amazing mother and family I have, Isaiah has grown to be such a wonderful young man. Throughout my pregnancy
and even the first few years of my son's life, I really had no clue. When I first found out, I didn't even know what to do with myself the next day, let
alone think about the rest of my life.
Today, all that has changed! Isaiah has taught me how to grow up, how to love unconditionally, and how to overcome any obstacle thrown
my way. Getting pregnant at thirteen has shown me that some sacrifices are worth it. I may have missed out on my childhood, but not only did Isai
ah have a great childhood, but my other three children have as well. The beginning of all our lives have
started with him, and I truly believe it was a God-given blessing, and that is where he got his name, be
cause he was my salvation from my wrong doings.
I may not have realized it at that moment, but looking back, I am beyond grateful for the way my
life has turned out. If I wouldn't have had him to stop me from doing more riskier things, where exactly would I be? The
moral of my story is, sometimes we are given a big battle to fight, one that seems we could never win, but as long as we
fight with everything we have, we will be amazed with the things we can accomplish.
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The Light
By Rachel Penny
Drug Addict! What do we picture when we hear that term? Probably a person that looks like death. There is a terrible stigma that exist out
there of people who have problems with addiction. Society imposes this stigma and the damages it causes, looking at addiction as a character flaw
or weakness that can be cured when, with most it is a lifetime struggle. Some see it as an embarrassment and try to hide it. Others see addicts as
lazy, troubled, selfish, losers, and even criminals. At least that is how it is seen in my family.
I was a drug addict for thirteen years of my life. I started with the occasional marijuana smoking with friends after school at the age of thir
teen, which grew to whatever kind of drugs where around I did them. Where were my parents, you are wondering? Well my mother was single,
working all the time as well, as trying to heal her broken heart at the bottom of beer can. My father was anyone with a skirt. Growing up in all this
dysfunction knowing the outcome of the life style, I still went out and pursued the same lifestyle. Later on in life I asked my mom, "Why did you put
up with my dad's behavior and move on?"
"Because I was scared to be alone." But wasn't that what she already was? Alone. However, the last three years of my addiction were the
most critical.
My husband went to prison. I was left all alone, I thought, chasing that high life. Every day was like a roller coaster, never knowing if the
electricity would be on when I came home, or if my car was going to be repossessed. Then I had to start selling everything value to just get enough
money to go buy my drugs. That was a turning point in my life. I woke up, looked at myself in the mirror, and what was looking back at me was not
who I wanted to be anymore. She was not that fun, loving, caring, person anymore, she was lost, and I will always remember that day. It was the
day I saw the light. My heart was yearning for a sense of peace, comfort, love. Then this overwhelming feeling came over me to go pray, so I got up,
walked down that dreary hallway and into my cold, dark dungeon room, and just fell to my knees. As I was weeping for Jesus to take this all away, I
felt this knew that everything was going to be fine. I am now two years sober. Thank the lord. Amazingly everything that I lost while in my addiction
has been restored ten- fold. So the great thing about sobriety is, that God is still working on me to make me his mas
terpiece, and he will do the same for each and every one of us that is struggling at some point in our life. We are only
human, and we do mess up, but he's only a prayer away.
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May Advice to Our Kids
By Barbi Horstkoetter
Two years ago, my little family received a miracle we didn't know we needed. Due to unforeseen circumstances, we brought two of our nieces into our home to live
with us. Zar was one, and Mariah was eleven. My eldest son, Zack, turning 18, was off to explore the world as an adult, and my youngest son Jake was fifteen (going on twenty
-five.) Imagine people's faces when I said I have children from age one to 18! We never intended on having more. Little did I know, God had other plans. To describe the dras
tic changes we all made to our lives would take a novel, filled with endless stories of laughter, love, and lessons learned. Now, we have a twenty-year-old successful young
man, fulfilling his dreams, a seventeen-year-old who can't wait to make his mark on the world, a thriving thirteen-year-old who is trying to find her passions in life, and a twoyear-old who's personality is larger than life. Like a sponge, she soaks up every single thing she sees an hears. No one told me that girls are so different than boys. I find out
daily that every word, look, and attitude is being watched and imitated. The boys didn't do that to me, so it wasn't such a big deal with them—probably a good thing since I
was still very young and pretty dumb back then.
Growing up, I never thought my actions impacted anyone. They were my choices, my decisions, my problem. Not once did I think my behavior would have an impact
on other people. Who was going to watch what I did? Finally it clicked that everyone has an impact, and everyone has a choice of how to influence others. Not only does our
family shape us, but also our life lessons, cultures, friends, and enemies. Now that I am sending children out into the world, I wanted to make sure they had some of the les
sons I chose not to learn until much later in life.
If I could imprint a few things on them that would last forever, it would be these things that matter to me. I would have to tell them that life is hard and unforgiving.
It's an endless test of fill-in-the-blank and trick true or false questions to which we cant figure out the answers until it's too late. Not knowing is half the fun and most of the
lesson. I'd want them to know they will always be their own hardest critics, as well as their own main constant driving force needed to continue on. They can't always depend
on other people to be there. No one else will make their dreams come true. As with most people, they will never be as beautiful and muscular or young or skinny as they
were the day before. Everyone ages and changes; it's just a fact of life. Every choice they make is only a path down another road that leads to another choice down another
path. I would tell them that they are the only ones that give themselves true happiness. Searching for that in other people will only bring them heartache.
Even when they are surrounded by the people they love the most, they may still find themselves incredibly lonely. Happiness is a choice we each have to make for our
selves; so is misery. Work hard and be strong—there will be people who will depend on their strength, and those who will abuse it. The people who will rely on them the most
will come as the greatest surprises, so will the people who fail them. They must always be proud of their accomplishments and dreams and hold their head high. No matter
how much it hurts, never stop loving or believing. They will always succeed as long as they try. Being kind doesn't cost anything. There is always someone watching, waiting,
aspiring, even judging. People they never thought would watch are watching, and those are the lives they will impact the most by their kindness and love. Always be kind, you
never know what others are battling with. They may never know what their smile could do for someone else's day. My advice is if they see someone watching them, pass on a
smile. It may be the best thing that happens to someone that day. Listen to other people's stories! Make them another lesson learned without having to live through it.
Spread love, not hate.
It's inevitable, we will all lose the ones we love and others will lose us. Love leaves a memory no one can steal. Everyone is always so serious about death, but, hey, no
one will ever get out alive. I'd ask them to live their lives to the fullest. After all, it's the only one they will get!! Never squander time being angry or evil. Be the exception. Set
the example and never stop loving with all that you are. I can leave to them. John Walter Bratton said the best inheritance that can be left to children is a good example. That
is a goal I pray I can achieve.
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Tragedy or Triumph
B y E rin B a rn e tt

It was a cold, dark evening in January seven years ago, as

predator seeking his prey. Reeking o f tequila and lime, his darkened

my boyfriend and I sat quietly in the front room o f our home watching

eyes zeroed in on his target --me. I stood frozen with my baby girl in

some ridiculous horror film. With every tick o f the clock, the tension be

my arms. Unsure what to do next, I whimpered part of an apology as

tween us screamed louder than the frightened victims in the movie. O f

he hurled a piece o f plastic he was chewing on at my face. He nearly

course, I knew I couldn’t leave, because on previous occasions, he had

struck our baby, so I scurried away into the nursery hoping the worst

threatened to kill my entire family and me if I did.

was over. I managed to feed her for a few minutes before the blood

I gazed into the keeper o f time that was mounted above the fire
place in the front room o f our home as I thought, “What is he so angry

thirsty predator reappeared from around the comer. I staggered to my
feet clenching my daughter closely. I attempted to reason with him,

about now? We have a new baby at home. Surely, he
won’t . . . ” An unexpected “ding” on his phone jolted me

but his emotions remained untouched. I knew

"He groaned in pain and

out o f my thoughts as it alerted him o f a new message. I
used that distraction to get up to slip into another room
with our baby for a few moments o f peace. He was a pil
lar o f stone, studying his message, motionless, as I ma
neuvered m yself around him and managed to flee into the
nursery.
After tending to my daughter, I inched my way

and it would soon be erupting.

dropped the weapon at his

fear watching his darkened
eyes turn solid black.

pleaded for his mercy.
“Stop! PLEASE! Let me put her down and you
can do whatever you want to me!”

In a second’s time, he began “Okay. Put her down then, stupid bitch.”
I turned my focus toward my bright-eyed baby as

smearing his blood

I slowly placed her in the basinet. I prayed that if

on m y face.”

only one life was saved that night, then it would

called him several times, and he rejected each call. Livid
that he would continue to treat me so poorly, I lashed out

be hers. I turned slowly to face Kevin as I await

at him through text, declaring, “Where are you? Cheating on me, I ’m

ed my punishment.

sure.” Hours passed. Angry, emotionally drained, feeling abandoned, I

Immediately, he clutched his hands around my shoulders and
hurled me onto the bed arranged next to the basinet. He mounted him
self atop me and struck my left bicep about six times. W ith him be-

unleashed m y anger on him without much o f a response from him. How
ever, when I finally got his attention, I was filled with an unshakeable
regret.
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Suddenly, he commenced kicking and slapping

feet. As he rose, I shook with me repeatedly. Still holding our baby girl, I

back into the living room alone to find it completely
empty. He had left the house without saying a word. I

there was a volcano brewing beneath his surface,

(Continued on page 44)

In a moment’s time, Kevin burst through the front door like a

(Continued from page 43)

ing at least twice my size and strength, I knew it was only a matter of
time before my humerus bone snapped. How ironic, I think, looking
back. I attempted to roll to my right side to take some heat from my
left arm just as he stopped. I wondered if it was over, only to be swift
ly reminded that the hand o f the devil had additional plans in store.
Before I could recover from the blows my arm had just taken,
he demanded that I give him my phone. I reluctantly obliged to avoid
further conflict, and he allowed me to continue feeding our daughter.
He phoned my sister, Jennifer, who was in no mood to deal with his
threats. They verbally bashed each other, as threats echoed through my
home.
“I’ll kill her first, and then come for you!” he screamed. My
sister didn’t take his threat lightly.
“If you hurt her, not only will you go to jail, but our brother
and Ian will return from the war just to keep you away from her!” she
screamed, inadvertently informing him of another man interested in
freeing me from the wraths o f his hold, as well. As that thought sank
in, Kevin locked his eyes on mine as he turned to question me.
“W ho’s Ian, Erin?”
My eyes widened with shock and despair. She had not only
told him o f a possible escape plan, but she had also triggered another
button on the maniac at large. Our six-week-old baby wailed in des
peration for peace, as she sensed the imm inent threat. I cried out in a
desperate attempt to avoid the madness.
“Stop, Jennifer! Y ou’re making it worse!” I cried.
Kevin then lowered the phone, furrowed his brows, then dis
appeared into the kitchen without a word. Turning to the screaming
infant, I began feeding her again to calm her nerves as I hummed a
soothing tune.
Moments later, Kevin emerged from the kitchen. This time he
had a butcher’s knife and sharpening rod in tow. W ith a joker-like
smile plastered on his face, he slivered toward us as the sounds o f met
al scraping against each other screeched throughout the loveabandoned home.
Suddenly, he slipped while sharpening the knife. He sliced his
left palm open instead! He groaned in pain and dropped the weapon at
his feet. As he rose, I shook with fear watching his darkened eyes turn
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solid black. In a second’s time, he began smearing his blood on my face.
My taste buds were flooded from the bitterness. He flung his blood at us and
in every direction o f the room. Desperate to keep her safe until I could call
for help, I placed my frantic baby back in her basinet.
Once I was empty handed, he jerked me out o f the room and
dragged me toward the front door; his blood painted every room we passed.
He hurled me out o f our house, leaving his crimson traces o f blood splat
tered on the front porch.
Alas, the Ada police department pounded on the back door request
ing an answer. My sister had made a life-saving decision and alerted them
o f a possible violent situation.
Still susceptible to Kevin’s control, though, I followed each com
mand he gave me, as he assured me that if I said anything, then everyone I
knew would pay. Obeying his orders, I turned out all the lights, locked the
back door, and covered the bruising he’d left on my right arm a few nights
before.
Several minutes had passed once I’d finished my tasks. Then I heard
the officers announce a countdown to kick in the door. Kevin’s blood on the
porch gave them the authority to force entry. Their countdown sang out like
a death sentence to Kevin, but a hymnal to me; and the song was almost
over.
“Three . . . two . . . one!” yelled the officer. BOOM! The door frame
was busted to pieces as my saviors invaded the torture chamber that I knew
as home. W ith guns drawn on their suspect, they were forced to wrestle him
to the ground and arrest him for assault and battery.
With this being an extremely traumatic experience, I realize now
that I ’m not alone. According to the National Coalition Against Domestic
Violence website, “Nearly 20 people per minute are physically abused by an
intimate partner in the United States. During one year, this equates to more
than 10 million women and men.” Once I became engulfed in his web of
lies, chaos, and threats, it became more difficult for me to leave. One o f my
biggest mistakes was believing my love for him could change his ways. I
am now fully aware that abusers don’t stop. If there are initial signs o f ag
gression in a relationship, like biting or pinching, PEOPLE MUST RUN!
Aggression progresses to violence, and being the subject o f violence
can lead to either a tragedy . . . or a triumph.

Life
B y H u n ter N ew to n
The p u rp o se o f life is n o n e o th e r th a n death
We are all destin ed w ith the b u rd en of dying
Since we w ere first b o rn o u t o f o u r m o th e r’s w om b
Dying has always been th ere
G naw ing at th e back o f o u r m inds

Darkened Plains B
y
Mckinzi Shattuck

But n o t frightening us until o u r bones are old and fragile
A nd o u r m inds are driftin g aw ay from o u r bodies
We keep telling d eath “n o t to d ay” u n til th a t day arrives
T hen we give up th e tight
We s u rre n d e r to d eath
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